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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let A be an alphabet and let A* be the free monoid over A. Let A+ = A* \{e}, where s 
denotes the empty word. For w e A*, let \w\ denote the length of w. Let \s\= 0. A word x is 
said to be & prefix of a finite or infinite word w over A if x e A+ and there is a word y such that 
w — xy. The finite or infinite word y is called a suffix of w. Let R be the reversion operator on 
A+ defined by R(cxc2 ...cn) = cn...c2cv where cf e A, 1 < / < w, « > 1. 

Let a be an irrational number between 0 and 1. The characteristic sequence (or word) of a 
is an infinite binary sequence/whose nth term is [(n + l)a] - [na], n>\. It will be regarded as an 
Infinite word over the alphabet {0,1}. Let sm denote the prefix of/of length m and let fm denote 
the suffix of/with / = smfm? m>0. Let / 0 = / . The characteristic sequence of (V5- l ) /2 
(resp., V2 -1 ) is called the golden sequence (resp., Pell sequence). 

Hofstadter [9] introduced the concept of aligning two words u and v over A (see also [3], 
[8]). The Idea is to try to match each term (letter) in v with a term in u. After a term in v has 
been matched with a term in u, one looks for the earliest match to the next term In v. Those terms 
in u that are skipped over form the extracted word (u, v). The following example illustrates this 
concept. 

u: 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
v: 1 1 0 0 1 0 

<ii,v>: 0 1 1 0 1 

Originally, Hofstadter considered the problem of aligning fm with/ where/is the character-
istic sequence of an irrational number a. He conjectured that (fm,f) = fm-2, m>2. For a-
(V5 -1) /2 , Hendel and Monteferrante [8] solved this problem completely. They determined the 
set M of all Integers m > 2 for which (fm,f) = fm_2 and they proved that, if m > 2 and m^M, 
then (fm9 /> = 0 / ^ . For example, </5, / ) = f3 and </4, / ) = 0/3 * f2. The extraction problems 
</, fm) and </w, /„> were first considered by Chuan [3] who proved that </, fm) = R(sm), m > I, 
and that (fm,f„) differs either from (fm_n,f) (If m>n) or from </,/„_m> (if/w<w) by at most 
the first letter. Using a concatenation lemma (Lemma 3 of [8]) and some representation theorems 
(Section IV of [7]), Hendel [7] also formulated and proved an extraction conjecture for (fm,f) 
and ( / , fm) when a = 42 -1, for an Infinite set of m. 

In this paper, we shall use a special case of a powerful representation theorem that Chuan 
discovered recently [5] to prove that the following conjecture is true when a = j2-l. 

Conjecture: Let a be an irrational number between 0 and 1 and let / be its characteristic 
sequence. Then (f,fm) = R(sm\ m>\. 
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It follows from the representation lemmas in Section 2 that this conjecture has an equivalent 
formulation described below. Let [0,al + l,a2,...] be the continued fraction expansion of a. 
Define the sequence {un} of words over the alphabet {0,1} by 

«b = 0, iil = 10fl«, un = un_2ua^x (n>2). 

Equivalent Formulation (Subtraction Rule of Exponents): If n > 1, r1? r2,... is an infinite 
sequence of integers with 0 < rt < ai (z > 1) and r}; = 0 (z > «), then 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Let u = a]a2...an, v = b1b2...bm, and e = clc2...cp, where at, bJy ck GA, n, m>®, p>0, and 
n-m + p. As in [8], we say that u aligns with v with extraction e if there are integers yl3 j 2 , ..., 
jp such that 

where 0< jx< j2<--<jp <rn and ct ^ bj+l for 1 < i < p. Here \.. .bk = s if k < i. This rela-
tionship is called an alignment and is denoted by (u, v) = e. Clearly, we have (u,u) = s. 

Let zz, v, and e be (possibly infinite) words over A. If {zz„}, {vn}, and {en} are sequences of 
finite words such that (un, vn) - en, l im^^ un - zz, lim^^, vn = v, and X\mn_>o0en = e, we say that u 
aligns with v with extraction e. This alignment is also denoted by (zz, v) - e. 

The goal of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1: (a) Let a-^Jl-X and let/be the characteristic sequence of a. Then (/*, fm) = 
i? (s j for all in £1 . 

(b) (Subtraction rule of exponents) If n> 1, rx,r2,... is an infinite sequence of integers with 
0 < rx < 1, 0 < /; < 2 (2 < z < w), and /;; = 0 (z > zz), then 

To prove this theorem, we need the following concatenation lemma and three basic represen-
tation lemmas (Lemmas 2.3-2.5). 

Lemma2.2 (see[8]): If p> 1, un, vn, en eA+ and (un, vn) = en, l<n<p, then 
I p p \ p 

(IKEk =IK 
\ «=i »=i / «=i 

Here n^=i#„ denotes x^...:*^, where xux2,...,xp GA+. The result also holds if up and vp are 
infinite words. 

Throughout the rest of this section, let a be an irrational number between 0 and 1 with con-
tinued fraction a - [0, ax +1, a2,...] and let/ be its characteristic sequence. Let 

0O = 1, ^ = ^ + 1, qn=anqn_x+qn_2, 
XQ = 0, Xl = 0 l \ Xn=Xn-lXn-2> 

zz0 = 0, iil = 10fl>, un = u„_2i£Ll9 n>2. 
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Note that {qn} is a sequence of positive integers and {xn} and {un} are sequences of a-words 
over the alphabet {0,1} (see [4] for a definition of a-word) and un = R(xn), n>0. 

Lemma 23 (see [6]): Every positive integer m can be expressed uniquely as ?n = 'X?=iriqi_l, 
where 0 < /;. < aj (1 < / < ri), r„ * 0, and rt_x - 0 whenever /;. = ai (2 < / < ri). 

The expression of m in Lemma 2.3 is called the generalized Zeckendorf representation ofm 
in the qi

 fs. When a = (V5 -1) / 2 = [0,1,1,... ], it is the Zeckendorf representation and ̂  = i?+1. 
When a = Jl-l = [0, 2,2,...], it is also called the Pellian representation ofm in the Pell numbers 
[2,10,11]. If m = Sf=iJ#i_i, where 0<rt <at (1 </ <ri), the sequence r/2 ...rn is called a code of 
m with respect to a (or the g/s). 

A representation of prefixes sm of/in terms of the x/s is given in the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.4 (see [5]): Let m = ZJLi Wz-i> where 0 < /;. < a, (1 < / < ri). Then 

*m=*k •••*?*? = i ? ( ^ [ 2 . -.<-l)-
We remark that a special case of Lemma 2.4 in which the representation ofm is the general-

ized Zeckendorf representation has been obtained by Brown [1]. 
In the following lemma,/and its suffixes fm are expressed in terms of the ww's. 

Lemma 2.5 (see[5]): Let m = HZi^i-h where 0 < rt < ai (i > 1). Then 

/w = ^-V2~X3-r 3 .---
Note that when a - (V5 -1) / 2, the representations of/and fm given here reduce to the ones 

used in [3] and [8]. 

3* PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 

In this section we restrict our attention to the irrational number a - 42 - 1 = [0,2,2,... ]. The 
sequences {qn}, {x„}, and {un} defined in Section 2 now become 

q0 = l, qx = 2, qn = 2qn_l+qn_2, 
xb = 0, ^ = 01, x„ = x*_lx„_2, (1) 
w0 = 0, ux = l09 un= un_2ul_l9 n>2. 

We first prove some alignments that involve the wn's. 

Lemma J. i ; 
(a) (u, u)-s for all finite or infinite word u over {0,1}. 
(b) {Un-lUn>Un)=Un-l O 1 ^ ! ) • 
(c) (niun_lun) = ufJ_2un_l (n>2). 
(d) (i£.1i£,i£) = i£.l (n>2). 
(e) (u0uf..M*,ul...un_lut) = uQul..Mn_l (w>l). 
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Proof: 
(a) By definition. 
(b)-(d) Clearly, the results hold for n < 3. Let k > 3. Suppose that (b)-(d) hold for all n < k. 

Then: 

0) <%%+!> %+l> 
= (uk_2uk_l9 %_i><%_ft_i%%, ukuk) [by (1) and Lemma 2.2] 
- uk-2uk-\uk-\ [by the inductive hypothesis of (b) and (d)] 
= **• 

(ii) (uk+luk+l,ukuk+l) 
= <%-i%> %><%%+!> %+i> [by (1) and Lemma 2.2] 
= %_i% [by (i) and the inductive hypothesis of (b)]. 

(iii) <i^+1,n|+1> 
= <%-2%-i> %-i><%-i%> %><^+i? %%+i> [by ( 0 a n d Lemma 2.2] 
- uk-2uk-\uk-\uk [by the inductive hypothesis of (b) and (ii)] 
= uf. 

Therefore, (b)-(d) hold. 
(e) (u0u?...ululu2...u„_luZ) 

= <"oMi. " i X " ^ ":)• ••<"„-!"», "„><"„, "„) [by (1) and Lemma 2.2] 
= M0M,...M„_J [by (b) and (a)]. 

69 <"X+i • • • *&.,, W n • • • un+p-iu2
n+p) 

= (un, un)(u„un+l, un+1){un+lun+2, un+2) 
• • • (un+p-iu„+p, u„+p){un+P, un+P) l>y C1) and Lemma 2.2] 

= "A+i • • • «„+P-i [by (a) and (b)]. 

(g) < " X + 1 • • • M»+p> M„+l • • • Un+p-lUn+p> 
fn+p-2 \ 

= <"«> "„-iM»> Il(<M/-iM" M,)M+i. M,M;+i» <M»+p> %+P-i«„+p) [by (1) and Lemma 2.2] 
V i=n ) 

fn+p-2 \ 
= X Yiui-i \un+p-2u

n+p-\ [by (a), (b), and (c)] 

-unun+l-un+p-l-

Here 
fl if« = l, 

x-< 
K_2MB_1 lf»>l. 

Lemma 3.2: Let n > 1. Let 0 < ^ < 1, 0 < /; < 2 (2 < /' < n), r„*0, and /;_j = 0 whenever rt; = 2 
(2</'<»). Then 

<«^...a*,i4-y-,i...i^:^>=«ga?...i^1. 
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Proof: Write rxr2 ...r„ = 0Sl QO*2 C2... 0s- Cm, where sx > 0, Sj > 1 (2 < j < m), each C,. is of the 
form f-7', 2, or 2fy (^ > 1) and Q = I*1 if ^ = 0. We proceed by induction on m. 

Let m-\. For simplicity, write s for ^ and t for ^ . There are four cases according to the 
values of s and t. 

(i) rxr2...rs+l = osi< (S>o,t>oy. 
\M0M1 • • • Us+t' M0M1 •••'Us-lUs---Us+t-lUs+t) 

= {uQu2...u2_x, uQul
2...u2_x){u2...u2

+1, us...us+t_xu2
+l) [by Lemma 2.2] 

= usus+x... us+t_ j [by (a) and (f) of Lemma 3.1]. 

(ii) rxr2...rs+x = 0*2 (s>0): 

<«o M i 2 - M , 2
+ i , M o" i 2 - M , 2 A 2 + i> 

= (u0uf...uj_x,u0uf...u2_x)(u2u2
+x,u2

+x) [byLemma2.2] 

= u2 [by (a) and (d) of Lemma 3.1]. 

(iii) rf1...r„m = V2V (s>0,t>0): 
/ 2 2 2 2 2 \ 
{u0ux ...us+t+l, u0ux ...us_xus+x...us+tus+t+l) 
= (u0u2... u2_x, u0ux

2... u2_x) (u2...u2
+t+x, us+x...us+tu2

+l+x) [by Lemma 2.2] 
= u2us+l... us+t [by (a) and (g) of Lemma 3.1]. 

(iv) rxr2...rt = V (t>0): 

(u0u2 ...u2,ux... ut_xu2 ) 

= u0ux... ut_x [by (e) of Lemma 3.1]. 

Thus, the result holds for m - 1. Now, suppose that the result holds for m = k, that is, 

rxr2...r„ = 0s>Cl0s*C2...0s*Ck, and 

(U0U2...U2, I^y-"* .-utr{U2
n) = l#B* ...<"_!, 

where Cx,..., Ck satisfy the above-mentioned conditions. Let sk+l > 1 and let Ck+X = lr, 2, or 21' 
for some t > 1. There are three cases to consider: 

(i) Ck+X = l': Let rn+xrn+2.. .rp = 0*^1', where p = n + sk+x + t. Then 

(u0u2 ...u2
p, ul~r'u2-r2 ...u2'_r{u2

n...u2
p_t_xup_t ...up_xu2

p) 

= (u0u2...u2„,u^u2^ ••••u2Zr{u2
n)(u2

n+x...u2
p_t_x,u2

n+x...u2
p_t_x) 

{u2
p_t...u2

p,up_,...up_xu2
p) [byLemma2.2] 

= u^ux
2... urj_xsu t... u x [by (a), (f) of Lemma 3.1 and the inductive hypothesis] 

= u^...ur;_x. 

(ii) Ck+X = 2: Let rn+xrn+2...rp = 0s^2, where p = n + sk+l + l. Then 

(u0u2 ...u2
p, a j - y ^ -ulZl-ul ...u2

p_2u2
p) 

= (U0U2...U2„, U^U^ ...M„2:["M„2)<^+1 ...UJ_2, ll2
+x...U2

p_2)(ll2
p_xU2

p, U2
p) 
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= UQ1 U[2 ... u^su2
 x [by (a), (d) of Lemma 3.1 and the inductive hypothesis] 

-U^U? ...U iQux ...<*p_v 

(iii) Ck+l = 2V: Let rn+lrn+2...rp = 0**+121f, where p = n + sk+l + t + l. Then 

(u0u2 ..M2
p, u^u2'"2...u2

n:[»u2„ ...u2
p_t_2up_t...up_xu2

p) 

= (u0u2...u2,u^u2'"2 ..M2:?u2)(u2
+l...u2

p_t_2,u2
+1...u2

p_t_2) 
(u2

p_t_l..M2
p,up_t..Mp_lu2

p) [byLemma2.2] 

= UQ1U[2 ... ti^_lsiPp_t_^ip_t... u x [by (a), (g) of Lemma 3.1 and the inductive hypothesis] 

This completes the proof. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1: (a) Let m = E f = 1 ^_ i be the generalized Zeckendorf representation 
of m in the qi 's. Define rk = 0 (k>n). Then 

= (UQU\U\...,ul~r'Ui~r2ul~r3...) [byLemma2.5] 

= (u0u2...ulu^'u2^ ...u2
nZ^u2)l f[u2, flu2) [by Lemma2.2] 

= UQ1U[2 ... u%_xe [by Lemma 3.2 and (a) of Lemma 3.1] 

= R(x^l...x'2x2)[ui=R(xiXi>0] 

= R(sm) [by Lemma 2.4]. 

(b) Let m = E^i J#/_i. Then, by Lemmas 2.4-2.5 and the fact that ui = R(xt) for all i, we 
have that 

(u0u2u2..., u^u^u^ ...) = uX2 - < - i 

is another way of writing (f,fm) = R(sm). 

Example: If rn is a positive integer having a code 0211020111 with respect to V 2 - 1 , then 
( / , / w ) = u2u2u3u2UjU%u9, in view of part (b) of Theorem 2.1. Thus, the extracted word (/*, fm) 
can be found by computing ul9 u2,..., w9. There is no need to compute m,f and / w . 
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NEW PROBLEM WEB SITE 
Readers of The Fibonacci Quarterly will be pleased to know that many of its problems can now 

be searched electronically (at no charge) on the World Wide Web at 

http://problems.math.umr.edu 

Over 20,000 problems from 38 journals and 21 contests are referenced by the site, which was 
developed by Stanley Rabinowitz's MathPro Press. Ample hosting space for the site was gener-
ously provided by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of Missouri-
Rolla, through Leon M. Hall, Chair. 

Problem statements are included in most cases, along with proposers, solvers (whose solutions 
were published), and other relevant bibliographic information. Difficulty and subject matter vary 
widely; almost any mathematical topic can be found. 

The site is being operated on a volunteer basis. Anyone who can donate journal issues or their 
time is encouraged to do so. For further information, write to: 

Mr. Mark Bowron 
Director of Operations, MathPro Press 
P.O. Box 713 
Westford, MA 01886 USA 
bowron@my-deja.com 
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